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Abstract: Hydrological design of Sustainable urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) is commonly achieved
by estimating rainfall volumetric percentiles from daily rainfall series. Nevertheless, urban wa-
tersheds demand rainfall data at sub-hourly time step. Temporal disaggregation of daily rainfall
records using stochastic methodologies can be applied to improve SuDS design parameters. This
paper is aimed to analyze the ability of the synthetic rainfall generation process to reproduce the
main characteristics of the observed rainfall and the estimation of the hydrologic parameters often
used for SuDS design and by using the generally available daily rainfall data. Other specifics ob-
jectives are to analyze the effect of Minimum Inter-event Time (MIT) and storm volume threshold
on rainfall volumetric percentiles commonly used in SuDS design. The reliability of the stochastic
spatial-temporal model RainSim V.3 to reproduce observed key characteristics of rainfall pattern and
volumetric percentiles, was also investigated. Observed and simulated continuous rainfall series
with sub-hourly time-step were used to calculate four key characteristics of rainfall and two types of
rainfall volumetric percentiles. To separate independent rainstorm events, MIT values of 3, 6, 12, 24,
48 and 72 h and storm volume thresholds of 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 mm were considered. Results show that
the proposed methodology improves the estimation of the key characteristics of the rainfall events as
well as the hydrologic parameters for SuDS design, compared with values directly deduced from the
observed rainfall series with daily time-step. Moreover, MITs rainfall volumetric percentiles of total
number of rainfall events are very sensitive to MIT and threshold values, while percentiles of total
volume of accumulated rainfall series are sensitive only to MIT values.
Keywords: SuDS design; stochastic rainfall generator; RainSim V.3; temporal disaggregation; inde-
pendent rainfall events; urban watersheds; storm volume threshold
1. Introduction
Currently, more than half of the world population lives in urban areas and a growth
is expected [1]. Human activity on urban basins induced changes on the hydrological
characteristics, such as increased runoff volume and rates, decreased runoff lag time, reduc-
tion of aquifer recharge and severe effects on water quality [2]. Conventional stormwater
management practices, like surface water networks and combined sewerage systems, may
turn out to be unsustainable. They are costly and have a limited ability to treat outlet
contaminants, to reduce runoff volume and peak flow and to adapt to changes, for example,
the expansion of urbanized areas and increase of storm frequency due to climate change [3].
In recent years, alternative stormwater management practices, such as Sustainable ur-
ban Drainage Systems (SuDS), have been adopted to address these issues and present
different characteristics that potentially make these facilities attractive to developers and
local administrations [4,5]. SuDS are blue-green structures which work reinstating natural
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elements of urban catchment with the aim of retaining rainfall, retarding its movement
through the surface network, restore infiltration and evapotranspiration through natural or
seminatural processes, improve water quality, among others [6–8]. Water and pollutants in
urban landscapes may be retained by a combination of conventional methods supported
by SuDS structures, like pervious pavements, infiltration trenches, swales, filter strips, filter
drains for the streetscape, soakaways, infiltration and detention basins, bioretention areas,
ponds and wetlands, trees for open spaces, green roofs and attenuation tanks for special
uses, among others [6,9–11]. From the standpoint of engineering modelling practice, hy-
drological and hydraulic design parameters for SuDS follow its geometrical discretization:
(a) vegetation and volume fraction, surface slope, surface roughness and storage depth
for surface layer; (b) thickness, permeability and impervious fraction for pavement layer
if present; (c) thickness, porosity, field capacity, hydraulic conductivity and suction head
for soil layer; (d) thickness and void ratio for storage layer if present; (e) flow coefficient,
control volume and flow capacity for drain layer if present [12]. As highlighted by many
authors, the analysis of rainfall spectrum and its consequences represents a key component
of the design of urban drainage systems. Historical data collected by a rain gauge can be
considered as a sequence of rainstorm events composed by very frequent, common, heavy
and finally extreme ones [13,14]. Although extreme events are connected with pluvial
floods of higher intensities, small and moderate rainstorm events are responsible for most
of the runoff and mass pollutant discharges, representing in many cases the most important
storms for SuDS characterization [15,16]. Some authors stated that urban flood manage-
ment should be addressed with a holistic and long-term vision to achieve a resilient and
cost-effective solution [10,17]. Fratini et al. [17] proposed the use of the 3 Point Approach
(3PA), developed by Geldof and Kluck [18], as a tool for decision-making process in urban
flood management. Smit Andersen et al. [13] followed the qualitative approach proposed
by [17] to select the representative storms for analyzing the design and functioning of a
SuDS. They showed that SuDS may not be efficient on mitigating extreme events. SuDS
performed better in the field of Small Storm Hydrology of urban environments [19]. There-
fore, hydrological design of SuDS is usually based on rainfall percentiles to be managed.
The formulation and selection of these rainfall percentiles can be made following different
criteria, as the number of rainstorm events or the accumulated volume of the rainfall series
to be managed [6,20–22]. In small urban watersheds there are two different ways of using
rainfall-runoff hydrological models. By one side, the design storm approach relates the con-
cept of return period and various severity grades of extreme rainfall forcing can be applied
to the facility under design. On the other hand, the approach consists to achieve continuous
streamflow series from the numerical model using historical or synthetic rainfall records
as input [23,24]. The most accurate rainfall data can be obtained from rain gauges, with
typical temporal aggregation between 5 min and 1 h due to the small size of the urban
catchments and short time of concentrations occurred [25]. This high-resolution type of
data is required for SuDS planning and designing. However, in general, only rainfall
data with daily temporal aggregation is often found all over the world [26,27]. Rainfall
disaggregation produced by stochastic rainfall generators can be an attractive option to
overcome this fine-scale rainfall data requirement. Different types of stochastic models
exist to generate n-years series of point (or areal) rainfall at sub-hourly resolutions. First
type of methods is based on Markov Chain modelling [28], that use a miscellaneous of
rainfall probability distribution functions (e.g., Exponential, Gamma, Weibull, Generalized
Pareto—GPD, etc.) to describe the characteristics of rainfall ranging from low to high
intensities. The second type is represented by the Rectangular Pulse model, as proposed
in Neyman-Scott [29] and Barlett-Lewis [30], both schematizing storms as clusters of rain
cells by means of rectangular pulses. Storm occurrences are described by means of Poisson
processes: cell rainfall arrivals are random in time with exponential interarrival times,
which are independent from each other. A join between a Semi–Markov Chain based and
the Neyman–Scott rectangular pulse stochastic generator was introduced by some authors
in order to consider atmospheric indices, as in the Markov Chain models, as a condition to
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the model [31,32]. Nevertheless, applications of these different disaggregation stochastic
methodologies to SuDS design are not fully developed [33]. Occurrence of rainstorm events
can be characterized by some statistical parameters like number of rainfall events, storm
durations, intensities and cumulated depths as well as inter-event times [34]. To analyze
key properties of rainstorm events, separation of time series of point-rainfall records into
individual and independent rainfall events is needed. Several methods are reported in
the literature to identify independent rainstorm events, like autocorrelation method [35],
rank correlation method [36] and exponential method [37]. Alternatively, some authors
suggested that key statistical properties of rainstorms can vary significantly depending
on: (a) the minimum temporal resolution time-step of rainfall series; (b) the minimum
antecedent dry weather period to be used in separating independent rainstorm events; (c)
storm volume threshold, that is, the minimum precipitation volume that must be exceeded
to consider a storm occurrence as an event [38,39]. For SuDS design, both (b) and (c)
depend on the specific facility to be designed. Despite the numerous studies related to
storm characterization, the correct definition of (b) and (c) values for each type of urban
drainage design are vague and arbitrary [24]. In this paper, we develop a quantitative
and probabilistic method to estimate SuDS design parameters. Specifically, we propose
a temporal disaggregation methodology based on the Neyman-Scott Rectangular Pulse
Method, applied in a single site, by using the stochastic rainfall generator model RainSim
V.3 [31]. The model application is carried out with reference to the Florence University rain
gauge located in Florence (Tuscany, Italy). A 20–year long series of observed precipitation
volumes, recorded every 15 min, is available and was used to define the current scenario.
The main objective of this study is to analyze the ability of the proposed methodology to
estimate hydrologic parameters often used for SuDS design and by using the generally
available daily rainfall data. Another two specific objectives are achieved: to verify the
ability of the stochastic generator to reproduce observed key properties of storm events
and to analyze the dependence of SuDS design parameters with the minimum antecedent
dry weather period and the storm volume threshold considered.
The paper is structured as follow. First, a description of the case study, consisting of
20-years rainfall data of the Florence University gauge station, is presented. Then, a full
description of the methodology adopted is provided (Section 2). After a brief summary
scheme of the entire activities and procedures, the stochastic rainfall generator RainSim V.3
(Section 2.1) is described. After that, we describe the procedure to identify independent
rainstorm events using minimum antecedent dry weather period and storm volume thresh-
old as variables of the process and we describe calculation of key characteristics of rainfall
patterns (Section 2.2). Lastly, SuDS design parameters calculation are explained, describing
the double approach based on percentiles of total number of rainfall events and of the total
volume of accumulated rainfall series (Section 2.3). In Section 3. Results and discussion, we
present the results of RainSim V.3 validation by calculating and comparing aforementioned
key characteristics of rainfall patterns (Section 3.1). Second, the ability of the stochastic
rainfall generator to reproduce rainfall volumetric percentiles commonly used in SuDS
design (Section 3.2) is tested. Third, we conduct the sensitivity analysis of SuDS rainfall
volumetric percentiles, both for observed and simulated series, using different minimum
antecedent dry weather periods and storm volume thresholds as variables of the process
(Section 3.3). Lastly, the main conclusions of the work (Section 4) are presented.
2. Materials and Methods
The automatic rain-gauge “Florence University” (id. TOS01001096) was selected as
case study (Figure 1). The rain gauge is located at School of Engineering—University of
Florence (Tuscany, Italy), at an altitude of 84 m a.s.l. Its coordinates are E 1681124, N 4852004
(EPSG 3003 Monte Mario/Italy zone 1). Observed rainfall data of 20 years, from 1998 to
2018, with temporal aggregation 15 min, were collected and subsequently aggregated with
time-step 24 h. The pluviography measurements have a minimum resolution of 0.2 mm.
All rainfall data are recorded by the regional monitoring network and archived by the
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Hydrological Service of Tuscany Region—SIR. Florence experiences a humid subtropical
climate characterized by hot sunny, moderately dry summers and mildly cool, rainy winters.
The average annual precipitation is 864 mm.
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The main objectives of this study can be summarized as fol ows. First, to analyze the
ability of the synthetic rainfal generation proces to reproduce the main characteristics of
the observed rainfall and the estimation f the hydrologic parameters often used for SuDS
design and by using the generally available daily rainfall d ta; the second aim is focused
on the analysis of the effects of storm definition variables on the SuDS design parameter
deter ination.
The fol owing steps schematizes the applied methodology:
1. ti f ser e 15- i rainfall into a ti e-step of 24 h. Consequently, two
r r i f ll s ri s it different ti e aggregation were obtained. This proces
as done in order to manage the rainfall field information comm nly available. Nev-
ertheless, the use of sub-hourly series is crucial to verify the results of disaggregation
stochastic methodology;
2. Calibration of the stochastic rainfall generator based on the 24 h observed rainfall se-
ries. Once the model was calibrated, 100 rainfall series, each of 20 years of continuous
data with 15 min time-step, were generated;
3. Independent storm events were extracted from each, observed and stochastically
generated, rainfall series. We considered different values for the minimum antecedent
dry weather period (MIT, Minimum Inter-event Time) and different thresholds of
storm event total volume. Then, for every MIT and threshold value, key characteristics
were calculated for all rainfall event patterns. The comparison of these characteristics
was done for the observed and the median of simulated series in order to verify
the ability of the stochastic rainfall generator to reproduce the observed rainfall
properties;
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4. Determination of hydrological design parameters of SuDS associated to the storms
extracted, considering the different values of MIT and threshold, from each observed
and simulated rainfall series. These parameters are usually based on percentiles of
rainfall to be managed. These percentiles may be formulated in terms of the number
of rainfall events to be managed, Nx or the accumulated volume of the rainfall series
to be managed, Vx. Sub-index x refers to the percentage (number or volume) to be
managed, commonly used in the practice;
5. Two distinct sensitivity analysis were applied to the values of Nx and Vx. Effects of (a)
different MIT values and (b) different storm total volume thresholds, on the rainfall
volumetric percentiles values were analyzed;
6. Comparison and analysis of the results.
2.1. Generation of Stochastic Rainfall Series
The RainSim V.3 model is a robust and well tested stochastic rainfall generator. This
model has already been applied in South-European basins [40]. This model facilitates the
generation of continuous stochastic rainfall series using a Spatial Temporal Neyman-Scott
Rectangular Pulses process (NSRP). A detailed description of RainSim V.3 can be found
in Burton et al. [31,41]. Rainstorm events occurs as a temporal stationary Poisson process,
while the distribution of the intensities is Exponential. The generator can be used in single
or multi-site versions, depending on the number of rain gauges involved. NSRP processes
are able to capture the main observed rainfall time-series statistical characteristics: (i)
mean waiting time between adjacent storm origins [hours]; (ii) mean waiting time for rain
cell origins after storm origin [hours]; (iii) mean duration of rain cell [hours]; (iv)mean
intensity of a single rain cell [mm/h]. RainSim operates in three modes: analysis, fitting
and simulation. The procedure applied in this study is composed by four steps:
1. Analysis to derive statistics from observed rainfall series with 24 h temporal aggrega-
tion;
2. Fitting/Model calibration. The single-site version of the model is calibrated by
applying the log-parameter Shuffled Complex Evolution (InSCE) [42] algorithm with
a convergence criterion. This numerical optimization allows to identify the model
parameters such that the simulation best corresponds to a selected set of rainfall
statistics for each month: mean (24 h), variance (24 and 48 h), lag-autocorrelation
(24 h), dry period probability (24 h with a threshold of 1 mm) and skewness (24 and
48 h). For a single site application of RainSim V.3., five parameters usually adopted in
NSRP simulators, were calibrated for every calendar month: λ (1/mean waiting time
between adjacent storm origins [1/h]); β (1/mean waiting time for rain cell origins
after storm origin [1/h]); η (1/mean duration of rain cell [1/h]); ν (mean number of
rain cells per storm [-]); xi (1/mean intensity of a rain cell [h/mm]);
3. Simulation, that is, generation of 100 rainfall series of continuous data. Each series is
composed by 20 years, with a length equal to that of the observed period (1998–2018),
of rainfall data with 15 min time-step;
4. Analysis to check whether the simulated time series are consistent with the ob-
served one.
2.2. Identification of Independent Rainstorm Events and Key Characteristics of Rainfall Patterns
Different approaches to extract storm events from a continuous rainfall series can
be found in technical literature [37,43]. In this study, we applied an approach based on
dry inter event time and a threshold value to define non-zero rainfall. The minimum
resolution value of the considered rain gauge (Florence University) is 0.2 mm. Thus, this
value was used to set the rainfall threshold. First, by applying this approach, homogeneity
among observed and simulated series was achieved. Second, independent rainfall events
were extracted from observed and simulated series using the minimum antecedent dry
weather period approach (MIT, Minimum Inter-event Time). Antecedent dry weather
period can be defined as the time of no-rainfall record in the continuous series, that is, the
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dry period observed between two consecutive non-zero rainfall records [38,39]. As showed
in Figure 2, non-zero rainfall pulses belong to the same storm event only if the durations
of the antecedent dry weather periods within it are less of an appropriate value, that is
the MIT. Otherwise, the antecedent dry weather period represents the variable to separate
the end of previous storm event 1 from the start of the successive 2. Different MIT values
have been reported in literature, depending on the field of application [43–45]. Here, six
values of MIT were selected: 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 h. These sub-daily MIT values were
used only for the rainfall series with 15 min temporal aggregation. For observed series with
time-step 24 h, only 24 h multiples were applied. As the daily rainfall is the most commonly
available rainfall data, consequently, it is relevant to analyze MIT values equal to 24 h
and multiples [26,27,38]. Starting from values of rainfall punctual records within every
independent rainstorm event, four key characteristics of the rainstorm event pattern were
calculated [21]: (a) total volume, that is, total rainfall depth [mm]; (b) duration of the event
[hours]; (c) mean intensity [mm/h]; (d) maximum intensity [mm/h]. Afterwards, storm
total volume thresholds were applied systematically to the independent rainstorm events
previously individuated. This variable corresponds to the minimum precipitation volume
that should be exceeded to have a storm relevant for analysis purposes [46]. A selection
of four thresholds for the minimum cumulated rainfall volume of every event were used
in this study: 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 mm [21,47]. A threshold value equal to 0.2 mm leads to
consider the entire rainfall information collected within every rainstorm event. Finally,
the extraction of independent rainstorm events from observed and simulated series was
conducted. These storm series were characterized by the four mentioned key variables of
rainfall and their associated exceedance probability values. This process was done for the
different volume thresholds.
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Figure 2. Identification of independent rainstorm events in a continuous rainfall series. As an example, the calculation of
key characteristics of rainfall is showed for storm event 2, composed by five values of single rainfall impulse j.
2.3. Calculation of Rainfall Volumetric Percentiles for SuDS Design
Design of SuDS can be achieved based on rainstorm volumetric percentiles extracted
from the analyzed series, observed and simulated. There are various approaches to calculate
these percentiles [6,20,22]. Here, hydrological design of SuDS was conducted based on two
parameters: (a) those that manage a percentage of the total number of rainfall events, Nx;
(b) those that manage a percentage of the total volume of accumulated rainfall series, Vx.
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Common rainfall percentiles to be managed, to which sub-index x refers, are 80%, 85%,
90%, 95% [6,22]. Rainstorm total volumes were firstly sorted by descending order for both
procedures. After that, both procedures differ. In one hand, in order to find Nx values,
the exceedance probabilities of every sorted storm event were determined and referred
to the respective storm rainfall volume. In this case, Nx represents the total volume of
a storm event such that it exceeds the (100−x)% of the total number of rainfall events
(Figure 3a) [22]. On the other hand, in order to find Vx values, different total volumes of
storm events were progressively selected from the highest to the lowest and compared to
a threshold y. The selected SuDS facility would be able to manage a maximum volume y
in every rainstorm (Figure 3b, sum of red ordinates). Storm total volumes in excess of the
value y would not be treated by the facility (Figure 3b, sum of blue ordinates). Vx is the
threshold value such that the cumulative value of depths processed by the facility is the
x% of total rainfall depth. By using these two different approaches, N80, N85, N90 and N95
values (same for Nx) were calculated for observed and simulated rainfall series, regarding
the six aforementioned MIT and four storm volume thresholds values.
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2.4. Evaluation of the Stochastic Model Performance
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed temporal disaggregation method-
ology, the simulated key characteristics of rainfall were compared with the observed coun-
terparts with 15 min time-step. A co parison between observed key characteristics of
rainfall with 24 h and 15 min time-step, was also conducted. The evaluations of errors
were done through the calculation of three statistical indices: mean absolute error (MAE),
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where n is the number of coupled points used for the evaluations, xisim and xiobs are the
simulated and observed punctual key characteristics of rainfall, RMSE is the root mean
square error and STDEVobs is the standard deviation of the observed data. xobs,mean is the
mean of the observed values.
2.5. Limitations of the Methodology
The main limitations of this research lie in the use: (i) of a single rain gauge and
dataset; (ii) of a dataset with relatively short length and only valid for very frequent and
common rainstorm events, not for heavy and extreme ones; (iii) of a unique stochastic
rainfall generator model to simulate sub-daily rainfall records starting from observed data;
(iv) of rainfall volumetric percentiles (Nx and Vx) that are suitable for hydrological design
of some type of SuDS facilities but not for others. Nevertheless, the effects of temporal
disaggregation models as well as different MIT and storm volume threshold values on
SuDS types that need different hydrological design parameters, are not considered in this
study. These points may limit generalizations of the results and conclusions. Moreover, the
methodology did not consider climate change effects or possible long-term variations of the
rainfall, that is, the rainfall series generated with the stochastic model do not account for
non-stationarity [50]. Despite these limitations, the proposed methodology may provide a
useful tool for hydrological design of SuDS. Additionally, SuDS are usually designed for
frequent storms, as in the case studied here but not for extreme events.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Key Characteristics of Rainfall Series
The ability of the stochastic model to reproduce observed rainfall series with n-minutes
temporal aggregation was analyzed by comparing key characteristics of the precipitation.
The results are shown in Figure 4, which compares the key characteristics derived from
three rainfall sources: (i) observed series with 15 min time-step (red lines); (ii) observed
series constructed by aggregating observed 15 min time-step to 24 h aggregation time
(magenta lines); (iii) 100 stochastic simulated rainfall series and its median value (light
blue and dashed blue lines correspondingly). These series were generated at 15 min time
step from the model calibrated with observed series aggregated to 24-h time step. The
rainfall characteristics analyzed in Figure 4 are: (a) storm total volume [mm], Figure 4a; (b)
storm event duration [hours], Figure 4b; (c) storm mean intensity [mm/h], Figure 4c; and
(d) storm maximum intensity [mm/h], Figure 4d. Since one objective of this study is to
demonstrate the ability of RainSim V.3 to produce better key characteristics of sub-daily
rainfall than observed rainfall series with daily time-step, a 24 h MIT value was chosen.
Indeed, daily data are the most common data available all over the world. It should be
noted that MIT and storm volume threshold values used during calculation of independent
rainstorm events, also depend on the type of SuDS, according on their geometry, vegetation
percentage and treatment purposes [38]. In addition, Table 1 presents the total amount of
rainfall volume, along the entire series (20 years), that is neglected by selecting different
MIT and thresholds. It could be seen that influence of the threshold and MIT selected on
the total volume considered for the analysis is negligible.
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Table 1. Percentage of not considered total cumulated rainfall of observed series with 15 min temporal aggregation,
depending on Minimum Inter-event Time (MIT) and storm volume thresholds used during the identification of independent
rainstorm events.











Observed Data 15 min
Time-Step
3 1.52% 3 2.65% 3 6. 2%
6 0.93% 6 1.63% 6 3.96%
12 0.58% 12 1.01% 12 2.52%
24 0.33% 24 0.57% 24 1.63%
48 0.17% 48 0.29% 48 0.85%
72 0.11% 72 0.2% 72 0.59%
In this analysis, we assumed 0.5 mm as storm volume threshold value. Furthermore,
by applying Restrepo-Posada and Eagleson methodology [37] and using a storm volume
threshold of 0.5 mm, an MIT equal to 2 was obtained. This result strengthens the
selection of 24 for the MIT. Tab e 2 shows results of MAE, RSR and PBIAS statistical
indices, calculated applying Equations (1)–(3), using errors between key characteristics
of median simulated data and observed data with 15 min time-step, as well as errors
between key characteristics of observed daily data and observed 15 min data. Using a
MIT equal to 24 h and a storm volume threshold of 0.5 mm, it can be noticed that the
median of simulated data improves the values of every statistical index and every key
characteristics of rainfall, compared with observed data with 24 h time-step. Except for
storm total volume, where a small decrease of simulated indices is detected, the other
simulated MAE and RSR values show a substantial decrease in terms of mean errors.
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Therefore, the stochastic approach improves the values of key characteristics of rainfall
compared with observed ones with 24 h time-step. In addition, in order to adjust the
simulated and observed key characteristics of the rainfall series, we modified the MIT to
different intra-day values. It should be noted that, in the professional practice, where only
daily rainfall data are available, SuDS design considering MITs smaller than daily time-step
is not possible. Thus, the use of a stochastic rainfall generator enables the use and analysis
of sub-daily MIT. Moreover, different sub-daily MIT values were explored to analyze if
simulated key characteristics became closer to the ones obtained from the observed series.
Figure 5 shows the key characteristics of the rainfall series by considering MIT equal to
12 h. In addition, in Table 2, the three statistical indices were also calculated using a storm
volume threshold of 0.5 mm and a MIT equal to 12 h. Results show that this procedure
(MIT 12 h, threshold 0.5 mm) improves the values of the statistical indices compared with
MIT of 24 h, except for the storm mean intensity.
We calculated the number of rainstorm events associated with a fixed storm volume
threshold of 0.5 mm and different MIT values for simulated and observed series. Results
of this procedure are reported in Table 3. Simulated series of rainfall in the range of 12 h
produced similar number of rainstorm events compared with observed ones using 15 min
rainfall time step.
Table 2. Mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error-observations standard deviation ratio (RSR) and Percent bias
(PBIAS) calculated between key characteristics of observed rainfall with 15 min time-step, observed daily (24 h) rainfall and
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We calculated the number of rainstorm events associated with a fixed storm volume 
threshold of 0.5 mm and different MIT values for simulated and observed series. Results 
of this procedure are reported in Table 3. Simulated series of rainfall in the range of 12 h 
produced similar number of rainstorm events compared with observed ones using 15 
min rainfall time step. 
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3.2. Stochastic Representation of Rainfall Volumetric Percentiles for SuDS Design 
Figure 6 presents the results in terms of relative frequencies of N80, N85, N90 and N95 
calculated for MIT 24 h and 0.5 mm storm volume threshold. To create histograms of 
relative frequencies, values of rainfall percentiles were calculated for each of the 100 
simulated rainfall series with 15 min time-step and then grouped in 8 statistical bins ac-
cording with the Sturges’ rule [51]. Red and magenta lines represent respectively rainfall 
percentiles of observed series with time-step 15 min and 24 h. As can be seen, the 25th 
and the 75th percentiles of the distribution of simulated volumetric percentiles are sys-
tematically closer to the volumetric percentiles calculated using observed rainfall series 
with 15 min time-step than to those using observed values with 24 h time-step. For in-
stance, considering the N80 percentiles of Figure 6, the 15-min observed value is 27.9 mm, 
Figure 5. Key Characteristics of rainfall pattern calculated using a MIT of 12 h and a storm volume
threshold of 0.5 mm: (a) storm total volume [mm]; (b) duration of the storm event [hours]; (c) storm
mean intensity [mm/h]; (d) storm maximum intensity [mm/h].
3.2. Stochastic Representation of Rainfall Volumetric Percentiles for SuDS Design
Figure 6 presents the results in terms of relative frequencies of N80, N85, N90 and
N95 calculat for MIT 24 h an 0.5 mm storm volume thr sh ld. To create istograms
of relative frequencies, values of rainfall perce tiles were calculated for each of the 100
simulated rainfall series with 15 min time-step and then grouped in 8 statistical bins ac-
cording with the Sturges’ rule [51]. Red and magenta lines represent respectively rainfall
percentiles of observed series with time-step 15 min and 24 h. As can be seen, the 25th and
the 75th percentiles of the distribution of simulated volumetric percentiles are systemat-
ically closer to the volumetric percentiles calculated using observed rainfall series with
15 min time-step than to those using bserved values with 24 h time-step. For instance,
considering the N80 percentiles of Figure 6, the 15-min observed value is 27.9 mm, the
25th and 75th simulated values are 29.4 mm and 31.1 mm respectively (median 30.3 mm),
while the observed value with 24 h time-step is 33.6 mm. Moreover, the aforementioned
median values are always greater than values of percentiles of observed series with 15 min
time-step, being the hydrological design on the safe side. Therefore, for the Florence rain
gauge in the period under analysis, the stochastic rainfall generation of sub-hourly rainfall
series by using observed daily rainfall, produce design parameters for SuDS more reliable
than using directly observed 24 h data. Si ilar resul s and considerations were obtained
when c lculating the relative frequencies of V80, V85, V90 and V95 (Figure 7).
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Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of different MIT values on Nx and Vx volumetric percen-
tiles. Both Nx and Vx values are highly sensitive to MIT values. In particular, median 
values of simulated Nx and Vx percentiles follow a growing trend as the MIT value is in-
creased from 3 to 72 h. The absolute differences among median values of simulated 
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However, this effect is more pronounced for Nx. Regarding these results, Nx provides 
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Figure 7. Relative frequency of volumetric percentiles that treat a percentage of the total volume of
accumulated rainfall series, for MIT 24 h and storm volume threshold 0.5 mm. Red and magenta lines
represent respectively observed rainfall series with time-step 15 min and 24-h. Black dashed, dotted
and dash-dotted lines represents respectively the median, 25th and 75th percentiles of simulated data
(light cyan bars).
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3.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Hydrologic Design Parameters by Considering Different MIT and
Threshold Values
The proposed stochastic disaggregation methodology permits to perform analyses at
fine time resolution. Consequently, sub-daily and sub-hourly MIT values can be considered.
Therefore, we tested the sensitivity of the calculation of SuDS design parameters based
on stochastic rainfall simulation by using different MIT values (assuming a storm volume
threshold of 0.5 mm): 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 h. In addition, we also performed a sensitivity
analysis by considering different threshold values (fixing MIT at 24 h): 0.2, 0.5, 1 and
2 mm. In order to assess the sensitivity of Nx (Figure 8) and Vx (Figure 9) to MIT and
storm threshold values variation, boxplots were presented for simulated rainfall series.
Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of different MIT values on Nx and Vx volumetric percentiles.
Both Nx and Vx values are highly sensitive to MIT values. In particular, median values
of simulated Nx and Vx percentiles follow a growing trend as the MIT value is increased
from 3 to 72 h. The absolute differences among median values of simulated volumetric
percentiles when varying MIT from 3 to 72 h are: 42, 49, 59 and 77 mm from N80 to N95,
respectively; analogously, 37, 43, 53 and 65 mm ranging from V80 to V95. Considering
volumetric percentiles calculated using observed rainfall series with 15 min time-step, the
same differences are 37.5, 41.2, 48.8 and 66.4 mm ranging from N80 to N95 and 42.1, 51.6,
69.2 and 102.5 from V80 to V95. It can be also noted that when MIT varies from 3 to 72 h,
simulated median values increase by 81%, 82% and 83% when moving respectively from
N80 to N95. These results are higher compared with Vx ones, that are respectively 68%, 71%
and 72%. For both design parameters, Nx and Vx, larger dispersion is obtained for higher
MIT values. In general, this is especially significant for MIT ≥ 24 h. However, this effect is
more pronounced for Nx. Regarding these results, Nx provides higher values than Vx and
shows higher sensitivity to MIT.
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total number of rainfall events, for simulated rainfall series and a fixed 0.5 mm value of storm volume
threshold.
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Figure 9. Effect of different MITs on volumetric percentiles that treat a percentage of the total volume
of accumulated rainfall series, for simulated rainfall series and a fixed 0.5 mm value of storm volume
threshold.
The high sensitivity of Nx and Vx to MIT is to be expected, since the required time
to consider two events as independent clearly affects the distribution of relevant storm
characteristics, like number of storms or storm depth. This indetermination on the proper
value for design parameters may be resolved in two ways. First, we could apply objective
criteria to establish the proper MIT value based on the statistical independence of sequential
storm events, such as the procedure proposed in [37]. This would lead to an intrinsic design
parameter, independent from the element to be designed. The alternative procedure would
be based on the expected performance of the element under design. Under this approach,
the MIT value chosen for the computation of the design parameter should be, at least,
equal to the time required by the element to recover fully operational capability after the
previous storm event. For instance, in elements designed to temporarily store a given
volume of water, MIT should be at least equal to the time required to empty the water
reservoir. This would lead to an element-specific design parameter and the MIT would be
established by functional requirements of such element. In accordance with Sordo Ward
et al. [21] (rainfall series of Retiro rain gauge located in Madrid, Spain), simulated values of
Nx percentiles are conditioned by the storm volume threshold considered (Figure 10), while
Vx percentiles are more stable (Figure 11). The median values of simulated Nx percentiles
show a growing trend when threshold is altered from 0.2 to 2 mm, while median values
of Vx percentiles remain almost constant. As an example, median values of simulated
percentile N80 are 29.3, 30.3, 31.5 and 32.9, while V80 values are 32.5, 32.6, 32.6 and 32.7 mm
moving from threshold 0.2 mm to 2 mm. The variations of differences between the highest
and the lowest values of simulated Nx percentiles in the boxplots are negligible when
storm volume threshold increase. Nevertheless, same differences for simulated Vx remain
constant. Therefore, simulated median values of Nx percentiles are less sensitive regarding
storm volume thresholds than MITs, while simulated median values of Vx percentiles are
very sensitive regarding MITs but not sensitive regarding storm volume thresholds. In the
case of storm volume threshold, the proper value for design parameters could be based
on climate characteristics. The threshold should be set to a value of rainfall depth that
is directly evaporated from vegetation or the soil surface, without entering the drainage
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facilities. With this criterion, humid climates with low potential evapotranspiration would
require lower threshold values than dryer climates with high evapotranspiration.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, a temporal disaggregation methodology of daily rainfall records was
proposed by using the stochastic spatial-temporal model RainSim V.3. The study provides
a methodology to calculate volumetric percentiles Nx and Vx based on definition of in-
dependent rainstorm events according to different minimum inter-storm time (MIT) and
storm volume threshold values. The ability of the stochastic disaggregation methodology
to estimate rainfall volumetric percentiles commonly used in hydrological design of SuDS,
was analyzed. The effect of different MIT and storm volume threshold values on simulated
rainfall volumetric percentiles was also investigated. The stochastic model was validated
based on key characteristics of sub-hourly observed rainfall patterns using three quanti-
tative indices for objective comparison. Despite the obtained results and conclusions are
restricted to the selected rain gauge, the study clearly highlights that:
• Using a MIT and a storm volume threshold equal to 24 h and 0.5 mm respectively,
simulated sub-hourly rainfall series show better performance than observed daily
rainfall for the Florence dataset. Results are compared in terms of key characteristics
of rainfall patterns and rainfall volumetric percentiles;
• The stochastic disaggregation model allows the use of sub-hourly MIT values in the
process. Therefore, the issue of being able to consider only MIT values equal to 24 h
multiples in engineering practice can be overcome. By using a MIT equal to 12 h and
a storm volume threshold of 0.5 mm, results in terms of key characteristics of rainfall
series and number of rainstorm events, improve comparing with the observed ones
obtained with 24 h MIT;
• Nx simulated percentiles are very sensitive to MIT and storm volume threshold values.
Consequently, these parameters should be carefully selected to ensure the represen-
tativeness of the study. Nevertheless, Vx simulated percentiles show dependence
regarding MIT values but not regarding storm volume threshold. These outcomes can
be used in the hydrological design of different types of SuDS facilities that deals with
different water treatment purposes.
• The proposed methodology produces a probability distribution of design parameters
rather than one single deterministic value. This opens the field for doing probabilistic
design (for instance, based on percentiles of the design parameters) and for doing
uncertainty analysis (by exploring the sensitivity of the design to different values in
the probability distribution of the design parameters).
The study of influence of different climates on results using a considerable amount of
rain gauge stations, should be the subject of a specific study. Nevertheless, non-stationarity
in stochastic generation of rainfall series, considering effects of global warming and climate
change, should be considered for future developments.
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